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Abstract
Sound propagated underwater can possibly travel according to several different patterns. One
such pattern, convergence zone (CZ), is the main focus of this thesis. This thesis presents an
ArcGIS-based tool to easily choose specific points in the Atlantic Ocean based on latitude and
longitude, then gather data about the propagation of sound at that point. In addition to this, a
mini-app that generates machine learning datasets was created. It easily allows for one to label
thousands of images in a short amount of time. A thousand CZ and a thousand non-CZ images
were used to train a machine learning algorithm based on neural networks. The TensorFlow
software library was used. To the best of our knowledge, this research work is the first attempt to
detect a particular type of underwater sound propagation path from an image using machine
learning. The algorithm can recognize CZ in images with 96% accuracy.

KEYWORDS: Machine Learning, GIS, TensorFlow, Image Classification, Sonar Propagation
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Sonar propagation is a subject of major importance to the Navy, as it is crucial for
submarines to both detect other vessels and to avoid being detected by other vessels. There are
several potential patterns that describe how sound can possibly propagate. Two possible ways to
represent how sound waves propagate underwater are acoustic path availability (APA) and
transmission loss (TL). Each has its own advantages and disadvantages over the other. In
summary, APA is quicker and covers a larger area, but it is also less accurate and is based on
heuristics rather than actual physics. TL modeling is more accurate and predicts the actual
physical movement of soundwaves, but it is much slower and covers a range that is much more
limited. The overall goal is to improve the accuracy of APA. In order to do this, a better way of
assessing APA’s accuracy in relation to the TL modeling method was needed. My work answers
this need. As a result of my area of research, the benefits of the TL modeling method can become
more integrated with the benefits of APA. As part of the work that constitutes this thesis,
TensorFlow was used to build a machine learning algorithm, based on neural networks, that
recognizes the convergence zone pattern of sound propagation with 96% accuracy. To the best of
our knowledge, this research work is the first attempt to use machine learning to detect a
particular type of path from a TL image. This is of great importance because without the
machine learning algorithm presented in this thesis, these labels would have to be generated by
hand, which could take a very long time since the training sets would consist of thousands of
images.
In addition, the work in this thesis brings together the two methods of representing the
underwater propagation of sound waves in novel ways. For example, this thesis presents an
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ArcGIS-based tool to easily choose specific points in the Atlantic Ocean based on latitude and
longitude, then gather data, based on both the APA and TL models, about the propagation of
sound at that point. It is a great timesaver to have all this information in one place – one can
easily use the TL model to validate the APA. In addition to this, a mini-app that generates
machine learning datasets was created. It easily allows for one to label thousands of TL images
in a short amount of time. It was used to label a thousand CZ and a thousand non-CZ TL images
that were later used to train the machine learning algorithm based on neural networks that was
previously discussed.
This thesis will proceed from this point on as follows: Chapter 2 will give the necessary
background on ideas and technologies used throughout this thesis; Chapter 3 will discuss the
generation of the CZ, non-CZ, training and validation datasets; Chapter 4 will discuss the
training of the machine learning algorithm; Chapter 5 will discuss the machine learning results
and view them in ArcGIS; and Chapter 6 will conclude the thesis, give an overview of the work,
and discuss the next immediate steps for this line of research.

2

Chapter 2 – Background
This section will give the necessary background on ideas and technologies used
throughout this thesis.

2.1 – Sonar Propagation
Since the underwater propagation of sound is such a prominent topic throughout this
thesis, it is crucial to have an understanding of the various ways sound can travel.
Surface duct consists of an effect wherein all of the waves are deflected upwards. When
the waves reach the surface, they are reflected back downwards and the same process begins
again. Some of the energy is lost amid the reflection, but the overall effect is to trap the sound in
a relatively small layer below the surface [1].

Figure 1 - Surface Duct
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Another type of propagation occurs when waves are deflected back towards the middle,
regardless of whether they go up or down. This pattern is called a sound channel, where the
waves are confined to the small region above and below the axis of propagation [1].

Figure 2 - Sound Channel (“Sonic Layer Depth” and “Conjugate Depth” are depths at which the sound waves are
horizontal.)

Another type of propagation, bottom bounce, occurs when sound is strongly reflected
from the ocean floor, being reflected in a manner similar to a light beam striking a mirror-like
surface. The surface of the water and the bottom of the ocean can produce this type of reflection,
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causing the wave to bounce from one to the other until its energy is dissipated or it strikes a
target [1].

Figure 3 - Bottom Bounce

The type of propagation that this thesis will be primarily concerned with is a kind called
convergence zone. It occurs when the water is so deep that no sound can reach the bottom
without being deflected upwards. It requires a minimum of 200 m of depth excess, the distance
from the lower boundary of the sound channel to the bottom. When the sound waves return to the
surface, they converge into small regions that often occur at regular intervals — hence the name
“convergence zone” [1].

5

Figure 4 - Convergence Zone (“Sonic Layer Depth” and “Conjugate Depth” are depths at which the sound waves are
horizontal. The “limiting ray” is the shallowest one to turn back toward the surface.)

The aforementioned four propagation paths are not the only ones (APA is able to detect
14 different paths), but they are sufficient to give an idea of the kind of differences that exist
between different paths.

2.2 – TL Modeling
“Transmission loss” describes the accumulated decrease in intensity of a waveform
energy as a wave propagates through a certain area or through a certain type of structure. As it
pertains to the subject of underwater acoustics, transmission loss describes the decrease in sound
intensity that is reduced by a bubble curtain or other damping structure at a given frequency [2].
The TL modeling method mimics the actual physical propagation of the soundwaves
underwater from a particular point. The method is more accurate but is slower and covers a
smaller range. The method’s shortcomings can be more thoroughly understood when considering
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its level of specificity. When the TL modeling method simulates energy being launched from a
point, it only launches from a specific depth. Additionally, the simulation is based on frequency.
In order to get a complete picture, the simulation would have to be run for many depths and
many frequencies for many different points.
Some advantages of TL modeling over APA are that TL is more accurate and predicts the
actual physical movement of soundwaves. Some disadvantages of TL modeling are that it is
much slower and the range it covers is much more limited.

2.3 – Machine Learning
Machine learning is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically through
experience [3]. Machine learning algorithms build models based on sample data to make
predictions without being explicitly programmed to do so. It is used in a variety of applications
where it would be difficult to develop conventional algorithms to perform tasks. For example, it
is often used in image classification problems, as it would be difficult to make a conventional
algorithm that accomplishes such a task. The particular type of machine learning algorithm that
is used in this thesis is the neural network.
2.3.1 – Neural Networks
Neural networks are algorithms loosely inspired by the human brain [4]. They learn by
processing examples, each of which contains known input and result. They form probabilityweighted connections between the two and store the results in the network itself. They can group
unlabeled data according to similarities and classify data when they have a labeled dataset to
train on [5]. In other words, neural networks are capable of both unsupervised and supervised
learning. The layers are made of nodes, which is where computations happen. The nodes assign
7

value or lack thereof to inputs by strengthening or weakening that input. Each layer feeds its
values to the next layer.

Figure 5 - Neural Network
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Chapter 3 – Methodology
This section describes the overall goal of the thesis work and what it means to predict
acoustic properties from model outputs. It gives examples of acoustic properties that would be
predicted by a human and that are currently predicted by the APA method. It then discusses
resources used and how datasets are generated.

3.1 – Goal
The primary task that this work revolves around is detecting acoustic propagation
properties from the output of the acoustic (TL) model. The specific properties that are being
detected are the types of propagation paths that describe how sound is traveling in the image.
The process to generate the TL model can be described as follows – first, there is a
netCDF file of sound velocity profile (SVP) data. The SVP is a derived value precomputed from
temperature and salinity forecasts. This netCDF is fed into a Python function (not fit for public
release), along with a desired latitude and longitude, and is used to create an input file that an
executable program (Navy Standard Parabolic Equation) uses to create output. This output is in
binary form and corresponds to transmission loss. The binary output is then unpacked into a
series of arrays and eventually converted into a plot using the Matplotlib library. The process is
described in the flowchart below.
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Figure 6 - Flowchart explaining process to generate TL plot

3.2 – Example Acoustic Models
Now some examples of TL models and acoustic properties that would be detected from
those models will be shown. Also mentioned are the predictions that the APA method would
make using the same acoustic parameters, so as to make a point of comparison. For the first
several examples, the predictions given by the APA method are in agreement with the acoustic
properties that would be detected by a human assessor.
All TL plots are produced using the same SVP netCDF. All APA method predictions
were made using the same APARM netCDF and correspond to sound waves with frequency of
10

100 Hz and launched at a depth of 200 feet. (APARMs are relevant parameters to how acoustic
modeling is done and are calculated from the SVP data).The netCDF files contain data captured
on May 7, 2019.
The unit of the y-axis is depth in meters. The unit of the x-axis is range in nautical miles.
The values that are being plotted correspond to transmission loss values in decibels. Higher
values indicate higher loss and therefore less propagation of sound waves. Lower values indicate
lower loss and higher propagation of sound waves.
The first example is of the kind that occurs when the sound waves are deflected upwards
and when returning to the surface converge into small regions that often occur at regular
intervals — “convergence zone.” There is also a “BBHA” (bottom bounce high angle) pattern —
occurring when sound is strongly reflected from the ocean floor — visible in the leftmost section
of the plot.

Figure 7 - TL Plot using Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the “CZ” and” BBHA” patterns ("nm" stands for
nautical miles). The “BBHA” can primarily be seen on the left side of the image.
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The next example is of the “BBMA” (bottom bounce medium angle) pattern — occurring
when sound is strongly reflected from the ocean floor at a medium angle.

Figure 8 - TL Plot using Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the “BBMA” pattern

The next example is of the “BBHA” (bottom bounce high angle) pattern — occurring
when sound is strongly reflected from the ocean floor at sharper angles than at the BBMA
pattern, causing there to be more reverberations within the same amount of space.

Figure 9 - TL Plot using Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the “BBHA” pattern. Notice the higher incidence of
reverberations as compared to “BBMA”
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The next example is of the “DUCT” pattern — occurring when sound waves are
deflected upwards, back down when they reach the surface and then up again repeatedly,
resulting in the sound being trapped in a small layer below the surface. There is also a “BBHA”
(bottom bounce high angle) pattern visible in the leftmost section of the plot, as well as a “CZ”
(convergence zone) pattern.

Figure 10 - TL Plot using Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the “BBHA”, “DUCT,” and "CZ" patterns

The next example is of the “SHALLOW” pattern — occurring when the water is too
shallow to give meaningful results. All that is plotted is a monochromatic square indicating
uniformly high transmission loss.
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Figure 11 - TL Plot of Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the "Shallow" pattern. The water is too shallow to
give meaningful results

The next example is of the “DEPTH FOUL” pattern — also occurring when the water is
too shallow to give meaningful results but is beginning to show variation in transmission loss as
opposed to the monochromatic nature of the “SHALLOW” pattern.

Figure 12 - TL Plot using Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the "Depth Foul" pattern. The water is still too
shallow to give meaningful results, but the pattern shows some variation now
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The APA method demonstrates a wide range of accuracy. For example, in addition to the
previously shown TL plots in which the APA predictions corresponded with the acoustic
properties that would be recognized by a human evaluator, it is able to detect a very slight “CZ”
pattern in the TL plot shown below.

Figure 13 - TL Plot using Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the “CZ” pattern. Note the very slight “CZ”
pattern

However, there are also deficiencies in the APA method. For example, in the TL plot
below, the “CZ” pattern is detected from the acoustic parameters, although there is no “CZ”
pattern visible in the TL plot.

15

Figure 14 - TL Plot using Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the “CZ” and “BBMA” patterns. Note that there is
no “CZ” pattern visible in the TL model output. This is an example shortcoming of the existing method.

In the previously shown plot, a “CZ” pattern was detected although there was none
visible. Conversely, in the TL plot shown below, a “CZ” pattern is visible, but none was detected
by the APA method (only BBMA was detected).

Figure 15 - TL Plot using Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the “BBMA” pattern. Note that no “CZ” pattern
was detected although there is clearly a “CZ” pattern visible in the TL model output. This is an example shortcoming of the
existing method.
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The two plots shown below are another example of the shortcomings of the current
method. The acoustic parameters that produced the first image led the APA method to predict the
“CZ” and “BBMA” patterns. The acoustic parameters that produced the second image led the
APA method to predict the “CZ” and “BBHA” patterns. This is problematic because the images
are nearly identical and would therefore be expected to produce the same results.

Figure 16 - TL Plot using Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the “CZ” and “BBMA” patterns. Note that
although there is minimal difference between this plot and the plot immediately after this one (Figure 17), the APA method gave
two different results. This is an example shortcoming of the existing method.
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Figure 17 - TL Plot using Acoustic Parameters that led APA to predict the “CZ” and “BBHA” patterns. Note that
although there is minimal difference between this plot and the plot immediately before this one (Figure 16), the APA method
gave two different results. This is an example shortcoming of the existing method.

3.3 – Flow of Process
The general process begins with generating TL plots for the purpose of training a
machine learning algorithm. One of two methods of choosing points can be used. The first is
termed the “bounding box method” and involves setting four corners of a rectangular box and a
desired number of longitudinal and latitudinal intervals. Points are then regularly generated
according to this rectangular pattern. The other method, termed “chosen points method” involves
a person clicking individual points on a map. In both cases, TL plots are produced for each point,
the latitudes and longitudes of the selected points are written to a CSV file, along with other
information such as which propagation paths the APA method predicted for that location, the
date and time of data collection, the sound frequency, the source depth, and the path to the PNG
file of the TL plot.
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Once the points have been chosen by the desired method, a Python application that uses
the Tkinter GUI package is launched. This application copies TL images to either a folder for CZ
TL plots or a folder for NON-CZ TL plots based on what button is pressed.
Once the TL images have been labeled as either CZ or NON-CZ, another Python file is
run that trains the machine learning algorithm. Once it has been trained, its information is stored
in JSON and HDF5 files that can be accessed later.
Then either of the two ways of choosing points is again used. Now that the machine
learning algorithm has been trained, whenever TL plots are generated for a particular latitude and
longitude, that particular TL plot will be fed into the algorithm which will return a prediction. All
the information relevant to a particular point (e.g., latitude and longitude, propagation paths
predicted by the APA method, the date and time of data collection, the sound frequency, the
source depth, and the path to the PNG file of the TL plot) is again recorded, and this time the
prediction (CZ or NON-CZ), the overall accuracy of the model, and the margin of confidence for
that particular prediction are recorded as well.
The CSV that has been generated can now be used in ArcGIS. A user can click on a point
and be presented with all the information recorded in the CSV for that point, as well as the TL
plot for convenience.

19

Figure 18 - Flowchart explaining entire process. Points are selected for the purpose of training the algorithm, datasets
are generated, the algorithm is trained, points are selected for viewing, and they are viewed in ArcGIS

3.4 – Resources Used
The work in this thesis used a variety of resources. Two of the most prominent ones are
ArcGIS and TensorFlow.
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3.4.1 – ArcGIS
ArcGIS is a geographic information system for working with maps and geographic
information. It is maintained by the Environmental Systems Research Institute (Esri). It has the
capability to create and use maps, compile geographic data, use maps and geographic
information in a range of applications, and manage geographic information in a database [6].
The newest software, ArcGIS Pro, was used.
3.4.2 – TensorFlow
TensorFlow is an open-source software library that is often used for machine learning
applications such as neural networks [7]. It is used for both research and production at Google
[8].
3.4.3 – Other Resources
Other notable resources used were Keras, Python Imaging Library (PIL), OpenCV,
Matplotlib, netCDF4, ArcPy, and Tkinter.
Keras is an open-source neural-network library written in Python. It runs on top of
TensorFlow, with the goal of being user-friendly, modular, and extensible [9]. It is used in the
program in which the machine learning algorithm is trained (code shown in part B of the
appendix) as well as in the program that generates the TL plots when the trained model is loaded.
Python Imaging Library is an open-source library for Python that adds support for opening,
manipulating, and saving various image file formats [10]. It is used in the dataset generator miniapp (code shown in part A of the appendix) for saving images, in the program in which the
machine learning algorithm is trained (code shown in part B of the appendix) for resizing images
to a standard size, and in the program that generates the TL plots when the trained model is
loaded to resize images to the same size of image that was used to train the model. OpenCV
(Open Source Computer Vision Library) is an open source computer vision and machine
21

learning software library [11]. It is used in the program in which the machine learning algorithm
is trained (code shown in part B of the appendix) and in the program that generates the TL plots
in order to convert images to numerical form. Matplotlib is a plotting library for the Python
programming language [12]. It is used in in the program in which the machine learning algorithm
is trained (code shown in part B of the appendix) for generating plots that show the accuracy of
the model and in the program that generates the TL plots. NetCDF4 is a Python interface to the
netCDF C library. NetCDF stands for Network Common Data Form and is a set of software
libraries specifically for dealing with array-oriented scientific data [13]. It is used in the program
that generates the TL plots for reading the APARM netCDF files. ArcPY is a Python module that
interacts with the tools present in ArcGIS and allows for users to automate certain processes that
would otherwise have to be done manually [14]. It is used in all the programs that interact with
ArcGIS (code shown in parts C, D, E, and F of the appendix). Tkinter is Python’s most
commonly used Graphical User Interface package and was used to build the mini-app (code
shown in part A of the appendix) that lets users click through and label thousands of pictures
easily [15].

Chapter 3.5 – Generation of Datasets
As mentioned previously, the first step is to generate TL plots for the purpose of training
the machine learning algorithm.
Chapter 3.5.1 – Point Selection
Points can be chosen in one of two ways.
Chapter 3.5.1.1 – Bounded Box

A rectangular box with defined intervals is used for picking the points. The program that
generates TL plots is then run.
22

Figure 19 - "Bounded Box" method in ArcGIS

Chapter 3.5.1.2 – Chosen Points

Points are chosen by a user who clicks on a map. First, a Python file that uses ArcPY is
used to create the feature class (code shown in part C of the appendix). The user is now free to
drop points on a map and select whatever points are desired.

Figure 20 – “Chosen Points” method in ArcGIS
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Once the points have been chosen, another Python file is run (code shown in part D of the
appendix). This one writes each point’s location in terms of latitude and longitude to a CSV. The
program that generates TL plots then reads this CSV to produce plots of the appropriate
locations.

Chapter 3.5.2 – Application for Labeling
Once the TL plots have been generated, a Python program is run to launch the application
for the labelling of CZ and NON-CZ images (code shown in part A of the appendix). The
application displays the path to the file of the image, which contains the date, time, frequency,
source depth range, and location (latitude and longitude) of the plot. It also shows the PPPs that
the APA chose as possible, which is of great assistance to the human labeling the images.
Whatever button is clicked, the program copies the image that is currently being shown to either
the CZ or NON-CZ folder and deletes it from the other folder.

24

Figure 21 - CZ Labeling App
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Chapter 4 – Training of Machine Learning Algorithm
Once the data has been labeled, a Python program is run that separates the data into
training and validation sets, and then trains the algorithm (code shown in part B in the appendix).
Seventy percent of the data is used for training and thirty percent is used for validation. Then the
algorithm is trained.

Figure 22 - Parameters to Train Algorithm

The basic building block of a neural network is the layer, and most of deep learning
involves chaining them together [16]. “Flatten” is the first layer in the network and transforms
the format of the images from a three-dimensional array (width of the image by height of the
image by 3 – for the three color values contained in a pixel) to a one-dimensional array (width of
the image * height of the image * 3). The particular value for the image width and image height
variables is 100. After the pixels have been reformatted into a “flat” one-dimensional form, there
are two “Dense” layers. They are called “Dense” because they are densely connected neural
layers. The first layer has 128 nodes, and the second returns an array of probability mappings
indicating whether the current image belongs to one class or the other. The “activation”
parameter of the first “Dense” layer describes the activation function of the nodes. Activation
functions define the output of nodes given an input or set of inputs [17]. The particular value
26

used for this parameter is “relu,” short for rectified linear unit. It is based on strong biological
motivations and mathematical justifications [19], and it is the most popular activation function
for neural networks [18].
Then before the model is ready for training, it needs to be compiled. The “optimizer”
parameter controls how the model is updated. The particular optimizer used is “adam,” which is
"computationally efficient, has little memory requirement, invariant to diagonal rescaling of
gradients, and is well suited for problems that are large in terms of data/parameters" [20]. The
“loss function” is used to estimate the loss of the model during training. The particular loss
function used here is “Sparse Categorical Crossentropy.” It is used when there are two or more
label classes [21]. The “from_logits” parameter is set to true when the value that is being
predicted encodes a probability distribution. The “metrics” parameter controls what is trying to
be optimized during the training and testing steps. The particular metrics function used here is
accuracy, the fraction of the images that are correctly classified, because that is the measure of
success that we are using.
After these preconditions, the algorithm is then trained. Training happens in periods of
epochs. After about ten to twenty minutes (during which 30 epochs typically pass), accuracy
reaches its peak. The process is depicted in the flowchart below.
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Figure 23 - Flowchart depicting training of the algorithm
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Chapter 5 – Results
Peak accuracy was reached after 21 epochs. The following table documents the loss and
accuracy recorded when training the model during each epoch.
Epoch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Loss
433.068
68.0927
50.2388
58.9402
36.7072
60.8979
26.7296
26.0121
12.3291
7.4380
8.6191
0.4923
0.3402
0.3163
0.3190
0.2876
0.2726
0.2548
0.3056
0.2732
0.1226
0.1235
0.1239
0.1226
0.1244
0.1255
0.1233
0.1226
0.1263
0.1241

Accuracy
0.6779
0.8307
0.8764
0.8700
0.8921
0.8550
0.9071
0.9007
0.9229
0.9007
0.8764
0.7964
0.9186
0.9271
0.9121
0.9193
0.9171
0.9336
0.8879
0.9079
0.9617
0.9609
0.9603
0.9617
0.9597
0.9534
0.9611
0.9617
0.9522
0.9601

Figure 24 – Loss and accuracy by epoch when training the algorithm

There is a sharp decrease in loss and increase in accuracy after the first epoch, indicating
that the training gets off to a quick start. This trend continues for the first five epochs, then a
sudden loss of progress occurs. This loss is just temporary and is soon corrected. The overall
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trend of improvement continues until the 21st epoch, when loss settles at 0.1226 and accuracy
settles at 96.17%. The same information is depicted in visual form in the graphs below.

Figure 25 – Graph of accuracy and loss by epoch
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5.1 - Example Predictions
The algorithm with 96% accuracy is now used to make some predictions. Some examples
are shown.
To the left is the TL plot that the algorithm used to make the prediction, along with the
percent confidence of that particular prediction and a bar plot to represent that percentage.

Figure 26 - Example Prediction 1 - The algorithm has determined a (near) 100% probability of NON-CZ. The machine
learning algorithm is correct in this case. The specific acoustic property present is BBMA.

Figure 27 - Example Prediction 2 - The algorithm has determined a (near) 100% probability of NON-CZ. The machine
learning algorithm is correct in this case. The specific acoustic property present is DEPTH FOUL.
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Figure 28 - Example Prediction 3 - The algorithm has determined a 97% probability of NON-CZ. The machine learning
algorithm is correct in this case. The specific acoustic property present is BBHA.

Figure 29 - Example Prediction 4 - The algorithm has determined a 96% probability of NON-CZ. The machine learning
algorithm is correct in this case. The specific acoustic property present is BBMA.

Figure 30 – Example Prediction 5 - The algorithm has determined a 90% probability of CZ. The machine learning
algorithm is correct in this case.
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Figure 31 - Example Prediction 6 - The algorithm has determined an 88% probability of NON-CZ. The machine learning
algorithm is correct in this case. The specific acoustic property present is BBHA.

Figure 32 - Example Prediction 7 - The algorithm has determined a 78% probability of CZ. The machine learning
algorithm is correct in this case. This demonstrates the algorithm’s ability to detect even more subtle CZ patterns

Now examples of incorrect predictions are shown. The percent confidence is lower for
these incorrect predictions than it is for correct ones. It is also worth noting that the images that
the model incorrectly classified are somewhat ambiguous (e.g., the CZ patterns are very slight
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and could even be identified differently by human assessors), meaning that they do not
necessarily suggest a shortcoming of the machine learning model. .

Figure 33 - Example Prediction 8 - The algorithm has determined a 65% probability of NON-CZ. The machine learning
algorithm is incorrect in this case. That the algorithm is incorrect in this case is understandable, though, because the CZ pattern
is very slight

Figure 34 - Example Prediction 9 - The algorithm has determined a (near) 50% probability of CZ. The probability of CZ is
slightly higher than that for NON-CZ. The machine learning algorithm is incorrect in this case.
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5.2 - Complete Information Displayed
With the machine learning model now fully functioning, it can now be used in ArcGIS.
The information that it gives is now displayed with all other information, making for a very
compact and useful tool. An example of an image that is displayed when a user clicks on a point
is shown below.

Figure 35 - Complete information displayed when a point is clicked on
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions
Several advancements that make it easier to integrate two different ways of representing
how sound waves propagate underwater – APA and TL modeling - were made in the work of
this thesis. Previously, the process of generating TL models was tedious. A user would have to
enter a desired latitude and longitude in the program, then run it to get a single image. This same
process would then have to be repeated for every location one wanted to have an image for. This
thesis presents a solution to this problem – the process of generating TL models is now
automated, and multiple points can easily be chosen without having to run the program once for
every location. Another problem was that the APA method and the TL modeling method were
disconnected. A user would generate an image using the TL method, then have to run a separate
program to see the prediction of the other method. This problem was solved with a set of
programs based around ArcGIS that automate certain actions as well as make it easier to
compare the APA predictions and the TL models. The information from both methods that
applies to a particular location can conveniently be seen in one place. One can easily use the TL
models to evaluate the APA predictions, advancing the goal of having a better way to assess
APA’s accuracy.
Before the work of this thesis, the process of generating datasets was tedious. A user
would have to first generate many images and then drag them individually to the appropriate
folder. A mini-app was made to streamline this process. The mini-app allows a user to click
through many images in a short amount of time and easily categorize them, copying them to the
appropriate folders with the click of a button. Furthermore, this mini-app is of particularly high
value because it can be tailored to nearly any machine learning image classification problem.
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Finally, machine learning was applied to TL models in order to detect acoustic properties
in the images, specifically the CZ type of propagation path. An algorithm was trained to do this
with 96% accuracy. Having the acoustic parameters be automatically detected from the model
output is not only valuable in that it automates a process that a human assessor would normally
have to do manually, but also because it supports the future possibility of advancing the APA
method.
In the future, the work of this thesis can be expanded to include all propagation paths, not
just CZ. As has been stated previously, this work is a stepping stone towards improving the APA
method. Future offshoots of this work could also include different acoustic frequencies, as the
work of this thesis was only concerned with the acoustic frequency of 100. Future work could
also be more focused on machine learning and improving the accuracy of the model.
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Appendix

A. Source Code for datasetGeneratorMiniApp.py
from tkinter import *
from PIL import ImageTk, Image
import os
from os import path
import shutil

root = Tk()
root.title('DatasetGenerator Mini-App')
boundedBox = True
startingImageIndex = 0
endingImageIndex = 500
pathList = []
image_list = []
info_list = []
classChosen = []

if (boundedBox):
with open("boundingBoxPoints.csv") as f:
for i, line in enumerate(f):
if (len(line) == 1 or i == 0 or i < startingImageIndex or i > endingImageIndex): #
skip empty lines in excel files and skip headers
continue
print("i " + str(i))
path2 = (line.split(",")[23])
if(path.exists(path2)):
sub_classChosen = []
print("path2: " + path2)
idNumber = path2.split("BoundedBox\\")[1]
# boundedBoxPath = path2.split("BoundedBox\\")[0]
# boundedBoxPath = boundedBoxPath + "BoundedBox\\"
# print(boundedBoxPath)
idNumber = idNumber.split("_")[0]
#print(idNumber)
dir = path2
pathList.append(dir)
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my_img = ImageTk.PhotoImage(Image.open(dir))
image_list.append(my_img)
sub_classChosen.append(idNumber)
classChosen.append(sub_classChosen)
#print(classChosen)

# if boundedBox is false, images must be chosen from chosenPoints
else:
with open("chosenPointsComplete.csv") as f:
for i, line in enumerate(f):
if (len(line) == 1 or i == 0 or i < startingImageIndex or i > endingImageIndex): #
skip empty lines in excel files and skip headers
continue
print("i " + str(i))
path2 = (line.split(",")[23])
if (path.exists(path2)):
sub_classChosen = []
print("path2: " + path2)
idNumber = path2.split("ChosenPoints\\")[1]
# chosenPointsPath = path2.split("ChosenPoints\\")[0]
# chosenPointsPath = chosenPointsPath + "ChosenPoints\\"
# print(chosenPointsPath)
idNumber = idNumber.split("_")[0]
print(idNumber)
dir = path2
pathList.append(dir)
my_img = ImageTk.PhotoImage(Image.open(dir))
image_list.append(my_img)
sub_classChosen.append(idNumber)
classChosen.append(sub_classChosen)

for i in pathList:
sub_info_list = []
pathToTXT = i.split("output")[0]+"info.txt"
print(pathToTXT)
with open(pathToTXT) as infoFileBeingRead:
for i, line in enumerate(infoFileBeingRead):
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if (len(line.strip()) == 0): # skip empty lines
continue
if (i >=2 and i <= 16 and i != 4):
ppp = str(line).strip() # W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\ESRI
print(ppp)
if(str(line.split(" ")[2]).strip() != "--"):
sub_info_list.append(str(line.split(" ")[0]).strip())
info_list.append(sub_info_list)
print(sub_info_list)

pathToMain = os.getcwd()
pathToCZ_OR_NOT = pathToMain + "\\CZ_OR_NOT"
pathToCZ = pathToCZ_OR_NOT + "\\CZ"
pathToNON_CZ = pathToCZ_OR_NOT + "\\NON-CZ"
# now have an array of arrays of ID Numbers e.g.. [ [ 1 ], [ 2 ], [4] ]
# must add current class chosen for each respective ID number - will check to see if exist
in CZ/NON-CZ folders
for i in range(len(pathList)):
print(pathList[i])
potentialCZpath = pathToCZ + "\\fig_" + classChosen[i][0]+ ".png"
potentialNON_CZpath = pathToNON_CZ + "\\fig_" + classChosen[i][0] + ".png"
print(potentialCZpath)
print(potentialNON_CZpath)
if (path.exists(potentialCZpath)):
classChosen[i].append("CZ")
elif (path.exists(potentialNON_CZpath)):
classChosen[i].append("NON-CZ")
else:
classChosen[i].append("Nothing chosen yet")
print(classChosen[i])

my_img1 = ImageTk.PhotoImage(Image.open(pathList[0]))

my_label_name = Label(text = pathList[0] + "\n" + str(info_list[0]) + "\n" + "Image 1 of
" + str(len(pathList)))
my_label_name.grid(row=0, column = 0, columnspan = 3)
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my_label = Label(image = my_img1)
my_label.grid(row=1, column = 0, columnspan = 3)
my_label_class = Label(text = classChosen[0][1])
my_label_class.grid(row=3, column = 1)
def forward(image_number):
global my_label
global button_forward
global button_back
global my_label_name
global my_label_class
my_label_name = Label(text=pathList[image_number + 1] + "\n" +
str(info_list[image_number + 1]) + "\n" + "Image " + \
str(image_number + 2) + " of " + str(len(pathList)))
my_label_name.grid(row=0, column=0, columnspan=3)
my_label.grid_forget()
my_label = Label(image = image_list[image_number+1])
button_forward = Button(root, text = ">>", command=lambda:
forward(image_number+1), fg = "white", bg = "black")
button_back = Button(root, text = "<<", command = lambda: back(image_number - 1),
fg = "white", bg = "black")
if(image_number == len(pathList)- 2):
button_forward = Button(root, text = ">>", state = DISABLED, fg = "white", bg =
"black")
my_label.grid(row=1, column=0, columnspan=3)
button_back.grid(row = 2, column = 0)
button_forward.grid(row = 2, column = 2)
myButton = Button(root, text="CZ", padx=15, pady=15, command=lambda:
myClick_CZ(image_number + 1), fg="blue", bg="red")
myButton.grid(row=3, column=2)
myButton2 = Button(root, text="NON-CZ", padx=10, pady=10, command=lambda:
myClick_NONCZ(image_number + 1), fg="red", bg="blue")
myButton2.grid(row=4, column=2)
my_label_class = Label(text="

" + classChosen[image_number + 1][1] + "

")
my_label_class.grid(row=3, column=1)
def back(image_number):
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global my_label
global button_forward
global button_back
global my_label_name
global my_label_class

my_label_name = Label(text=pathList[image_number +1] + "\n" +
str(info_list[image_number + 1]) + "\n" + "Image " + \
str(image_number + 2) + " of " + str(len(pathList)))
my_label_name.grid(row=0, column=0, columnspan=3)
my_label.grid_forget()
my_label = Label(image=image_list[image_number + 1])
button_forward = Button(root, text=">>", command=lambda: forward(image_number
+ 1), fg = "white", bg = "black")
button_back = Button(root, text="<<", command=lambda: back(image_number - 1), fg
= "white", bg = "black")
if (image_number <= -1):
button_back = Button(root, text="<<", state=DISABLED, fg = "white", bg =
"black")
my_label.grid(row=1, column=0, columnspan=3)
button_back.grid(row=2, column=0)
button_forward.grid(row=2, column=2)

myButton = Button(root, text="CZ", padx=15, pady=15, command=lambda:
myClick_CZ(image_number + 1), fg="blue",
bg="red")
myButton.grid(row=3, column=2)
myButton2 = Button(root, text="NON-CZ", padx=10, pady=10, command=lambda:
myClick_NONCZ(image_number + 1), fg="red",
bg="blue")
myButton2.grid(row=4, column=2)
my_label_class = Label(text="

" + classChosen[image_number + 1][1] + "

")
my_label_class.grid(row=3, column=1)
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def myClick_CZ(index):
global classChosen
classChosen[index][1] = "CZ"
displayed = "
" + classChosen[index][1] + "
myLabel = Label(root, text = displayed)

"

potentialCZpath = pathToCZ + "\\fig_" + classChosen[index][0] + ".png"
potentialNON_CZpath = pathToNON_CZ + "\\fig_" + classChosen[index][0] + ".png"
os.system("rm -rf " + potentialNON_CZpath)
shutil.copy(pathList[index], potentialCZpath)
myLabel.grid_forget()
myLabel.grid(row = 3, column = 1)
print(classChosen)
def myClick_NONCZ(index):
global classChosen
classChosen[index][1] = "NON-CZ"
displayed = "
" + classChosen[index][1] + "
myLabel = Label(root, text=displayed)

"

potentialCZpath = pathToCZ + "\\fig_" + classChosen[index][0] + ".png"
potentialNON_CZpath = pathToNON_CZ + "\\fig_" + classChosen[index][0] + ".png"
os.system("rm -rf " + potentialCZpath)
shutil.copy(pathList[index], potentialNON_CZpath)
myLabel.grid_forget()
myLabel.grid(row=3, column=1)
print(classChosen)

myButton = Button(root, text="CZ", padx = 15, pady = 15 ,command = lambda:
myClick_CZ(0), fg = "blue", bg = "red")
myButton.grid(row = 3, column = 2)
myButton2 = Button(root, text="NON-CZ", padx = 10, pady = 10 ,command = lambda:
myClick_NONCZ(0), fg = "red", bg = "blue")
myButton2.grid(row = 4, column = 2)
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button_back = Button(root, text="<<", state = DISABLED, fg = "white", bg = "black")
button_forward = Button(root, text=">>", command = lambda: forward(0), fg = "white",
bg = "black")
button_exit = Button(root, text="Exit Program", command=root.quit, fg = "white", bg =
"black")
button_back.grid(row=2, column =0)
button_exit.grid(row = 2, column = 1)
button_forward.grid(row=2, column = 2)

root.mainloop()
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B. Source Code for ML.py
# TensorFlow and tf.keras
import tensorflow as tf
from tensorflow import keras
import os
import PIL
import cv2
import glob
from PIL import Image
import random
import fnmatch
import shutil
from random import shuffle
from tensorflow.keras.models import Sequential
from tensorflow.keras.layers import Dense, Flatten
# Helper libraries
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

ppp = "CZ"
desiredAcc = 0.95
IMG_HEIGHT = 100
IMG_WIDTH = 100
epochs = 10
batch_size = 128

print("Creating validation and training files...")
non_ppp = "NON-" + ppp
ppp_or_not = ppp + "_OR_NOT"
pathToMainFolder = os.getcwd()
dirPPP = pathToMainFolder + os.sep + ppp_or_not + os.sep + ppp
dir_not_ppp = pathToMainFolder + os.sep + ppp_or_not + os.sep + non_ppp
validation_dir = pathToMainFolder + os.sep + ppp_or_not + os.sep + "VALIDATION"
train_dir = pathToMainFolder + os.sep + ppp_or_not + os.sep + "TRAINING"

dirPPP_len = len(fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(dirPPP), '*.png'))
dir_not_ppp_len = len(fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(dir_not_ppp), '*.png'))
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lowest_len = min(dirPPP_len, dir_not_ppp_len)

i = random.random()
i = int((lowest_len - 1) * i)
trainingNum = int(0.7 * lowest_len)
valNum = lowest_len – trainingNum
valList = []
trainingList = []
for a in range(lowest_len): # list of indices of all items in the directory with the lowest
length
trainingList.append(a)

for b in range(valNum):
i = random.random()
i = int((len(trainingList) - 1) * i) # random index
if (trainingList[i] not in valList): # if valList does not already have trainingList[i],
valList.append(trainingList[i])
trainingList.remove(trainingList[i])
valList.sort()
# now have indices of elements to be in each folder
os.system("rm " + " -rf " + train_dir + os.sep + ppp) # -f silently ignores non-existent
directories/files
os.system("rm " + " -rf " + train_dir + os.sep + non_ppp) # -f silently ignores nonexistent directories/files
os.system("rm " + " -rf " + validation_dir + os.sep + ppp) # -f silently ignores nonexistent directories/files
os.system("rm " + " -rf " + validation_dir + os.sep + non_ppp) # -f silently ignores nonexistent directories/files
os.system("mkdir " + train_dir + os.sep + ppp)
os.system("mkdir " + train_dir + os.sep + non_ppp)
os.system("mkdir " + validation_dir + os.sep + ppp)
os.system("mkdir " + validation_dir + os.sep + non_ppp)
pathsPPP = [
os.path.join(root, filename)
for root, dirs, files in os.walk(dirPPP)
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for filename in files
if filename.endswith('.png')
]
shuffle(pathsPPP)
# training List and valList are fundamentally linked - what's in training is not in val and
vice-versa
# fill in files for training for ppp, then val for ppp
for d in trainingList:
shutil.copy(pathsPPP[d], train_dir + os.sep + ppp)
for d in valList:
file = dirPPP + os.sep + "fig_" + str(d) + ".png"
shutil.copy(pathsPPP[d], validation_dir + os.sep + ppp)
# now for non-ppp
# randomize again
valList = []
trainingList = []
for a in range(lowest_len): # list of indices of all items in the directory with the lowest
length
trainingList.append(a)
for b in range(valNum):
i = random.random()
i = int((len(trainingList) - 1) * i) # random index
if (trainingList[i] not in valList): # if valList does not already have trainingList[i],
valList.append(trainingList[i])
trainingList.remove(trainingList[i])
valList.sort()
paths_non_ppp = [
os.path.join(root, filename)
for root, dirs, files in os.walk(dir_not_ppp)
for filename in files
if filename.endswith('.png')
]
shuffle(paths_non_ppp)
for d in trainingList:
shutil.copy(paths_non_ppp[d], train_dir + os.sep + non_ppp)
for d in valList:
shutil.copy(paths_non_ppp[d], validation_dir + os.sep + non_ppp)
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test_acc = 0

num_PPP_val = len(fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(validation_dir + os.sep + ppp), '*.png'))
num_not_ppp_val = len(fnmatch.filter(os.listdir(validation_dir + os.sep + non_ppp),
'*.png'))
total_val = num_PPP_val + num_not_ppp_val
class_names2 = [ppp, non_ppp]

path = train_dir + os.sep + ppp
dirs = os.listdir(path)

def resize():
newDir = path + os.sep + "resized"
if not os.path.exists(newDir):
os.mkdir(newDir)
for item in dirs:
if os.path.isfile(os.path.join(path, item)):
im = Image.open(os.path.join(path, item))
f, e = os.path.splitext(os.path.join(path, item))
nameOfImage = f.split(os.sep)[-1]
imResize = im.resize((IMG_WIDTH, IMG_HEIGHT), Image.ANTIALIAS)
imResize.save(newDir + os.sep + nameOfImage + "_resized.png", 'PNG',
quality=90)

resize()
path = train_dir + os.sep + non_ppp
dirs = os.listdir(path)
resize()
path = validation_dir + os.sep + ppp
dirs = os.listdir(path)
resize()

path = validation_dir + os.sep + non_ppp
dirs = os.listdir(path)
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resize()
# Train data
train = []
train_labels = []
files = glob.glob(
train_dir + os.sep + ppp + os.sep + "resized" + os.sep + "*.png") # your image path
for myFile in files:
image = cv2.imread(myFile, 1)
train.append(image)
train_labels.append(0) # 0 for CZ
files = glob.glob(train_dir + os.sep + non_ppp + os.sep + "resized" + os.sep + "*.png")
for myFile in files:
image = cv2.imread(myFile, 1)
train.append(image)
train_labels.append(1) # 1 for NOT CZ

train = np.array(train, dtype='int') # as mnist
train_labels = np.array(train_labels, dtype='int') # as mnist
# Test data
test = []
test_labels = []
files = glob.glob(validation_dir + os.sep + ppp + os.sep + "resized" + os.sep + "*.png")
for myFile in files:
image = cv2.imread(myFile, 1)
test.append(image)
test_labels.append(0)
files = glob.glob(validation_dir + os.sep + non_ppp + os.sep + "resized" + os.sep +
"*.png")
for myFile in files:
image = cv2.imread(myFile, 1)
test.append(image)
test_labels.append(1)

test = np.array(test, dtype='int')
test_labels = np.array(test_labels, dtype='int')
while(test_acc < desiredAcc):
model = keras.Sequential([
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keras.layers.Flatten(input_shape=(IMG_WIDTH, IMG_HEIGHT, 3)),
keras.layers.Dense(128, activation='relu'),
keras.layers.Dense(2) # how many class labels to predict
])
model.compile(optimizer='adam',
loss=tf.keras.losses.SparseCategoricalCrossentropy(from_logits=True),
metrics=['accuracy'])

test_acc1 = 0 # initialize to 0
numberOfTimesRun = 0
num1 = int(0.05 * len(train))
num2 = 10 * num1
# need to find number divisible by len(train)
for c in range(num1,num2):
if((len(train) % c) == 0):
numberOfTimesRun = numberOfTimesRun + 1
steps = c
print(steps)
if(numberOfTimesRun>2):
break;

numberOfTimesRun = 0

masterAccList = []
masterLossList = []
while(test_acc1<desiredAcc):
numberOfTimesRun = numberOfTimesRun + 1
history = model.fit(
x=train,
y=train_labels,
steps_per_epoch=steps,
epochs=epochs,
)
test_loss, test_acc1 = model.evaluate(test, test_labels, verbose=2)
print('\nTest accuracy 1:', test_acc1)
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for i in history.history['accuracy']:
masterAccList.append(i)
for i in history.history['loss']:
masterLossList.append(i)

if (test_acc1 < 0.6): # restart - sometimes gets stuck at 0.5 or does not make
progress
model_new = keras.Sequential([
keras.layers.Flatten(input_shape=(IMG_WIDTH, IMG_HEIGHT, 3)),
keras.layers.Dense(128, activation='relu'),
keras.layers.Dense(2) # how many class labels to predict
])
model_new.compile(optimizer='adam',
loss=tf.keras.losses.SparseCategoricalCrossentropy(from_logits=True),
metrics=['accuracy'])
numberOfTimesRun = 0
masterAccList = []
masterLossList = []
model = model_new
epochs_range = range(epochs*numberOfTimesRun)
plt.figure(figsize=(8, 8))
plt.subplot(1, 2, 1)
plt.plot(epochs_range, masterAccList, label='Training Accuracy')
plt.legend(loc='lower right')
plt.title('Training Accuracy')
plt.subplot(1, 2, 2)
plt.plot(epochs_range, masterLossList, label='Training Loss')
plt.legend(loc='upper right')
plt.title('Training Loss')
plt.show()
model.summary()

probability_model = tf.keras.Sequential([model,
tf.keras.layers.Softmax()])
predictions = probability_model.predict(test)
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test_loss, test_acc = model.evaluate(test, test_labels, verbose=2)
print('\nTest accuracy 3:', test_acc)
probability_model = tf.keras.Sequential([model,
tf.keras.layers.Softmax()])

predictions = probability_model.predict(test)

print(test_labels[0])
print('\nTest accuracy 4:', test_acc)
def plot_image(i, predictions_array, true_label, img, class_names):
predictions_array, true_label, img = predictions_array, true_label[i], img[i]
plt.grid(False)
plt.xticks([])
plt.yticks([])
plt.imshow(img, cmap=plt.cm.binary)
predicted_label = np.argmax(predictions_array)
if predicted_label == true_label:
color = 'blue'
else:
color = 'red'
plt.xlabel("{} {:2.0f}% ({})".format(class_names[predicted_label],
100 * np.max(predictions_array),
class_names[true_label]),
color=color)

def plot_value_array(i, predictions_array, true_label, class_names):
predictions_array, true_label = predictions_array, true_label[i]
plt.grid(False)
plt.xticks(range(len(class_names)))
plt.yticks([])
thisplot = plt.bar(range(len(class_names)), predictions_array, color="#777777")
plt.ylim([0, 1])
predicted_label = np.argmax(predictions_array)
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thisplot[predicted_label].set_color('red')
thisplot[true_label].set_color('blue')

if(test_acc > desiredAcc):
# serialize to JSON
json_file = model.to_json()
with open("test.json", "w") as file:
file.write(json_file)
# serialize weights to HDF5
model.save_weights('weights.h5')
q = open(pathToMainFolder + os.sep + "ML_info.txt", "w+")
q.write("The accuracy of the model is " + str(test_acc) + "\n")
q.write("IMG_HEIGHT " + str(IMG_HEIGHT) + "\n")
q.write("IMG_WIDTH " + str(IMG_WIDTH) + "\n")
model.summary(print_fn=lambda x: q.write(x + '\n'))
i = random.random()
i = int((len(predictions) - 1) * i)
plt.figure(figsize=(6, 3))
plt.subplot(1, 2, 1)
plot_image(i, predictions[i], test_labels, test, class_names2)
plt.subplot(1, 2, 2)
plot_value_array(i, predictions[i], test_labels, class_names2)
plt.show()
i = random.random()
i = int((len(predictions) - 1) * i)
plt.figure(figsize=(6, 3))
plt.subplot(1, 2, 1)
plot_image(i, predictions[i], test_labels, test, class_names2)
plt.subplot(1, 2, 2)
plot_value_array(i, predictions[i], test_labels, class_names2)
plt.show()
# Plot the first X test images, their predicted labels, and the true labels.
# Color correct predictions in blue and incorrect predictions in red.
num_rows = 5
num_cols = 3
num_images = num_rows * num_cols
num_images = num_rows * num_cols
plt.figure(figsize=(2 * 2 * num_cols, 2 * num_rows))
for i in range(num_images):
j = random.random()
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j = int((len(predictions) - 1) * j)
plt.subplot(num_rows, 2 * num_cols, 2 * i + 1)
plot_image(j, predictions[j], test_labels, test, class_names2)
plt.subplot(num_rows, 2 * num_cols, 2 * i + 2)
plot_value_array(j, predictions[j], test_labels, class_names2)
plt.tight_layout()
plt.show()
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C. Source Code for createFeatureClass.py
# all code that is needed to be able to make new points in ArcGIS Pro
# copy and paste this in the python window in ArcGIS Pro and then go to (Edit) -> Create
Features

import arcpy
import os
from shutil import copyfile

for i in range(2): #loop needed because running just once would not accurately update the
text file
print("Loading...")
pathToGDB = arcpy.mp.ArcGISProject("CURRENT").defaultGeodatabase
#format of pathToGDB =
r"W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\ESRI\MyProject17\MyProject17.gdb"

dirOfDestination = pathToGDB.split("ESRI")
pathToESRI = (dirOfDestination[0] + "ESRI") #
W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\ESRI
pathToMain = dirOfDestination[0] # W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\
pathToAPRX = arcpy.mp.ArcGISProject("CURRENT").filePath #
W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\ESRI\MyProject18\MyProject18.aprx
pathToProject = arcpy.mp.ArcGISProject("CURRENT").homeFolder #
W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\ESRI\MyProject18

# keep csv of names already taken - if name already taken, increment
# set local variables
out_path = pathToGDB
out_name = "Points1"
geometry_type = "Point"

fWrite = open(pathToGDB + os.sep + "paths.txt", "w+")
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fWrite.write("\npathToGDB: " + str(pathToGDB) + "\n")
fWrite.write("\npathToESRI: " + str(pathToESRI) + "\n")
fWrite.write("\npathToMain: " + str(pathToMain) + "\n")
fWrite.write("\npathToAPRX: " + str(pathToAPRX) + "\n")
fWrite.write("\npathToProject: " + str(pathToProject) + "\n")
fWrite.write("\nout_name: " + str(out_name) + "\n")
fWrite.write("\n(NUMBERS BELOW HAVE BEEN USED FOR CSV NAMES): \n")
fWrite.write("\n1")

arcpy.env.workspace = pathToGDB
# 4326 is the code for:
# GCS WGS 1984
sr = arcpy.SpatialReference(4326)
# Execute CreateFeatureclass
arcpy.CreateFeatureclass_management(out_path= out_path, out_name= out_name,
geometry_type= geometry_type, spatial_reference= sr)

copyfile(pathToGDB + os.sep + "paths.txt", pathToMain + os.sep +
"pathsFromMostRecentProject.txt")
print("Done!")
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D. Source Code for addLat&LonAndExportCSV.py
# once the code to make the points is run (createFeatureClass.py), this code is run to add
lat & lon to the table
# Go to (Edit) -> Save and then copy and paste this in the python window in ArcGIS Pro
import arcpy
from shutil import copyfile
# set local variables
for j in range(2): #loop needed because running just once would not accurately update the
text file
pathToGDB = arcpy.mp.ArcGISProject("CURRENT").defaultGeodatabase
global index
index = 0
with open(pathToGDB + os.sep + "paths.txt") as pathFileBeingRead:
for i, line in enumerate(pathFileBeingRead):
if (len(line.strip()) == 0): # skip empty lines
continue
if (i == 3): pathToESRI = str(line.split(" ")[1]).strip() #format of pathToGDB =
r"W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\ESRI\MyProject17\MyProject17.gdb"
if (i == 5): pathToMainFolder = str(line.split(" ")[1]).strip() #
W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\
if (i == 7): pathToAPRX = str(line.split(" ")[1]).strip() #
W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\ESRI\MyProject18\MyProject18.aprx
if (i == 9): pathToProject = str(line.split(" ")[1]).strip() #
W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\ESRI\MyProject18
if (i == 11): inFeatures = str(line.split(" ")[1]).strip() # Points1
if (i >= 15):
currentIndex = int(line.strip()) - 1
if currentIndex > index: index = currentIndex # set index to (the max entry - 1)
fieldName1 = "Lat"
fieldName2 = "Lon"
arcpy.AddField_management(in_table= inFeatures,field_name=
fieldName1,field_type= "TEXT")
arcpy.AddField_management(in_table= inFeatures,field_name=
fieldName2,field_type= "TEXT")
arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management(in_layer_or_view= inFeatures)
# Calculate lat + lon
arcpy.CalculateField_management(inFeatures, fieldName1, "!shape.extent.YMax!",
"PYTHON3")
arcpy.CalculateField_management(inFeatures, fieldName2, "!shape.extent.XMax!",
"PYTHON3")
# Set local variables
inTable = inFeatures
outLocation = pathToProject
# won't work if something with same name exists or has existed in the same project
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# although this shouldn't be a problem because program keeps track of numbers that
have already been used in the paths txt file
index = index + 1
fWrite = open(pathToGDB + os.sep + "paths.txt", "a+")
if j == 0:
fWrite.write("")
if j == 1:
fWrite.write("\n" + str(index+1))
outTable = "chosenPointsWithCoordinates" + str(index) + ".csv"
copyfile(pathToGDB + os.sep + "paths.txt", pathToMainFolder + os.sep +
"pathsFromMostRecentProject.txt")
# Execute TableToTable
arcpy.TableToTable_conversion(inTable, outLocation, outTable)
print("Directory of Generated CSV: " + outLocation + "\\" + outTable)
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E. Source Code for loadCompletedCSVToArcGIS.py
# Description: Creates a point feature class from input table after it has been ingested by
the TL program (from ChosenPoints)

# import system modules
import arcpy
import os

# Set the local variables

pathToGDB = arcpy.mp.ArcGISProject("CURRENT").defaultGeodatabase
# coordinate_system
x_coords = "Lon"
y_coords = "Lat"

with open(pathToGDB + os.sep + "paths.txt") as pathFileBeingRead:
for i, line in enumerate(pathFileBeingRead):
if (len(line.strip()) == 0): # skip empty lines
continue
if (i == 5):
pathToMainFolder = str(line.split(" ")[1]).strip() #
W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\
pathToMainFolder = pathToMainFolder[:-1]
if (i == 11): inFeatures = str(line.split(" ")[1]).strip() # Points1

csvToLoad = pathToMainFolder + os.sep + "chosenPointsComplete.csv"
desiredNameOfNewTable = "chosen_points_complete"

in_table = csvToLoad
out_feature_class = desiredNameOfNewTable
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path = pathToGDB + os.sep + out_feature_class
arcpy.Delete_management(path) # won't run if already exists
arcpy.Delete_management(inFeatures) # won't run if already exists
# Make the XY event layer...

arcpy.management.XYTableToPoint(in_table = in_table, out_feature_class =
out_feature_class,x_field = x_coords,
y_field = y_coords)

# get rid of null references
fieldObs = arcpy.ListFields(path)
fieldNames = []
for field in fieldObs:
fieldNames.append(field.name)
del fieldObs
fieldCount = len(fieldNames)

with arcpy.da.UpdateCursor(path, fieldNames) as curU:
for row in curU:
rowU = row
for field in range(fieldCount):
if rowU[field] == None:
rowU[field] = "0"

curU.updateRow(rowU)
del curU
exit()
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F. Source Code for loadBoundingBoxCSVToArcGIS.py
# Description: Creates a point feature class from input table after it has been ingested by
the TL program (from BoundingBox)
# import system modules
import arcpy
import os
# Set the local variables
pathToGDB = arcpy.mp.ArcGISProject("CURRENT").defaultGeodatabase
# coordinate_system
x_coords = "Lon"
y_coords = "Lat"
with open(pathToGDB + os.sep + "paths.txt") as pathFileBeingRead:
for i, line in enumerate(pathFileBeingRead):
if (len(line.strip()) == 0): # skip empty lines
continue
if (i == 5):
pathToMainFolder = str(line.split(" ")[1]).strip() #
W:\Projects\ASW_RND\Working\Michael\Main\
pathToMainFolder = pathToMainFolder[:-1]
if (i == 11): inFeatures = str(line.split(" ")[1]).strip() # Points1
csvToLoad = pathToMainFolder + os.sep + "boundingBoxPoints.csv"
desiredNameOfNewTable = "bounding_box_points_complete"
in_table = csvToLoad
out_feature_class = desiredNameOfNewTable
path = pathToGDB + os.sep + out_feature_class
arcpy.Delete_management(path) # won't run if already exists
arcpy.Delete_management(inFeatures) # won't run if already exists
# Make the XY event layer...
arcpy.management.XYTableToPoint(in_table = in_table, out_feature_class =
out_feature_class,x_field = x_coords,
y_field = y_coords)
# get rid of null references
fieldObs = arcpy.ListFields(path)
fieldNames = []
for field in fieldObs:
fieldNames.append(field.name)
del fieldObs
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fieldCount = len(fieldNames)
with arcpy.da.UpdateCursor(path, fieldNames) as curU:
for row in curU:
rowU = row
for field in range(fieldCount):
if rowU[field] == None:
rowU[field] = "0"
curU.updateRow(rowU)
del curU
exit()
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